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A bent-core dopant-induced smectic A* twist state{

P. ARCHER and I. DIERKING*

School of Physics and Astronomy, The University of Manchester, Schuster Building, Oxford Road, Manchester M13

9PL, UK

(Received 20 July 2005; in final form 8 December 2005; accepted 15 December 2005 )

The phase behaviour of a commercial calamitic ferroelectric liquid crystal mixture, doped
with different mesogenic and non-mesogenic bent-core molecules was investigated through
polarising microscopy, optical measurements and quenched growth. A twisted smectic
structure, similar but not equivalent to a twist grain boundary (TGB) phase, and absent in the
neat FLC mixture, was verified. The twisted smectic state can only be observed on cooling
and its stability depends on the rate of temperature decrease, which indicates a kinetically
governed behaviour. Further, the growth dynamics of the low temperature uniform SmA*
bookshelf structure is dominated by viscosity instead of free energy density, as would be
expected for a true thermodynamic phase transition. The investigations signify the chiral
induction capability of achiral, bent-core dopant molecules and we believe that the observed
behaviour represents the onset of TGB formation at very large pitch. It can thus give valuable
information for the fundamental physical understanding of twist grain boundary phase
formation.

1. Introduction

From basic elasticity considerations, twist is incompa-

tible with the layered structure of a smectic A phase due

to the incompressibility of smectic layers [1].

Nevertheless, nature has found a way to avoid such

rigid constraints by the introduction of screw disloca-

tions arrays between blocks of the ordinary SmA phase.

Such phases are known as twist grain boundary (TGB)

phases [2–7] (see also [8], [9] and references therein),

which represent frustrated phases resulting from the

competition between chirality and smectic layer forma-

tion. TGB phases are generally observed over only

narrow temperature intervals, because the introduction

of defects is only accomplished at the cost of free

energy. Their basic key structural features are: (i) a

layered structure, (ii) a helical superstructure and (iii) a

helix axis parallel to the smectic layer plane.

TGB phases are often observed in highly chiral single

component mesogens, but have also been reported to be

induced in liquid crystal mixtures [10–14] and liquid

crystals doped with chiral materials, which may be

mesogenic or non-mesogenic by themselves [15–17].

Twist grain boundary phases are fluid smectic phases,

i.e. they exhibit one-dimensional positional order. Their

textural appearance between crossed polarizers often
bears strong similarities to the cholesteric phase;

preparation under planar boundary conditions gener-

ally results in a Grandjean-like texture, while home-

otropic anchoring leads to typical TGB filaments [9, 18].

Nevertheless, subtle differences in textural appearance

can be observed between the cholesteric and the TGB

phases, especially when the pitch of the helical super-

structure is large, i.e. several micrometers as compared
with hundreds of nanometers.

It has been attempted to induce TGB-like structures

by mechanical twisting of an achiral SmA phase [19],

but unambiguous conclusions could not be drawn at

that time. In this paper we report an unusual SmA*

twist state, induced by doping a liquid crystal with the

recently discovered ‘banana’ or bent-core mesogens [20,

21]. The latter have lately attracted considerable
interest due to their polar properties arising from

achiral molecules [22], but only few reports towards

their use as dopant molecules have been published to

date. These have shown induced antiferroelectric phases

in ferroelectric hosts [23, 24] and enhanced chirality by

addition of achiral bent-core molecules to chiral hosts

[25–27].

2. Experimental

The liquid crystal host used throughout this study is

a commercial ferroelectric liquid crystal (FLC)

mixture, FELIX M4851-050 from Clariant, Wiesbaden,
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Germany, with phase sequence I 78 N* 71 SmA* 67

SmC* 220 Cr (all temperatures in uC). Two bent-core

shaped molecules were added to the host at varying, but

small, concentrations (c.,3% by weight):

(i) non-mesogenic 859

with a phase sequence of I. 138 Cr, and

(ii) mesogenic HXVIII

with a phase sequence of I 149 B2 148 B4 121 Cr, as

determined by polarizing microscopy. Doping at

concentrations larger than 2.5% resulted in phase

separation between the host and the dopant. The two

dopant molecules not only vary with respect to their

liquid crystalline behaviour, but also in their bend-

angles, which are 144u for ‘859’ and 119u for

‘HXVIII’, as determined by molecular modelling with

HyperChem 7.5.

For verification of the chiral induction capability of

the achiral ‘banana’ dopants, additional experiments

were carried out by doping the FLC host with a

commercial chiral dopant, R1011, from Merck,

Darmstadt, Germany:

Materials were filled into sandwich cells of gaps

between 4 and 25 mm, coated with alignment layers

promoting both planar (Nylon 6/6) as well as home-

otropic (OTMS, octadecyltrimethoxysilane) boundary

conditions. Cell filling took place by capillary action in

the isotropic phase. Texture and twist state stability

analysis was carried out by polarizing microscopy

(Nikon Optiphot-Pol) equipped with a Linkham

TMS91 hotstage for relative temperature control to

better than 0.1 K and image acquisition (JVC model

KY-F1030U). Optical transmission as a function of cell

rotation angle between crossed polarizers was followed

by use of a high resolution photo-detector in conjunc-

tion with a digital storage oscilloscope (Tektronix TDS

3014B).

This experimental set-up was also employed for the

reported growth studies, allowing image acquisition at a

resolution of 1280 by 960 pixels, corresponding to

520 mm by 390 mm, at a time resolution of 1 s. The

growth dynamics of the SmA* phase from the twisted

structure was subsequently obtained by digital image

analysis employing software ImageTool 3.0, developed

at the University of Texas Health Science Centre, San

Antonio, USA. Samples were quenched from the

cholesteric phase across the twisted state into the

temperature regime of the SmA* phase at a rate of

3 K min21. This rate represented the best compromise

between temperature control and achievable quench

depth, although qualitatively equivalent growth beha-

viour was also obtained for different cooling rates. The

quench depth DT referred to below denotes the

temperature difference between the transition tempera-

ture from the twist state to the SmA* phase and the

actual temperature. In the quench experiments the

SmA* phase was the equilibrium phase growing at

isothermal conditions from the metastable environment

of the high temperature smectic twist state.

3. Results and discussion

Doping of the commercial ferroelectric mixture with

bent-core shaped molecules of mesogenic as well as non-

mesogenic nature, resulted in the observation of an

unusual twist state, which is clearly absent in neat

FELIX M4851-050. Figure 1 depicts the respective

phase diagrams at a cooling rate of 2 K min21 (15 mm

cell) for the ‘859’ and HXVIII dopants in parts (a) and

(b), respectively. Transition temperatures are found to

decrease with increasing dopant concentration in all

cases, and a new twist state emerges between the

cholesteric (N*) and smectic A* (SmA*) phase, even

for rather low bent-core molecule concentrations of

0.5 wt %. At equal concentrations the smectic twist state

exhibits a larger range of stability for the HXVIII

dopant as compared with 859. It thus appears that a

larger molecular bend of the dopant molecule enhances

the stability of the observed smectic twist state.

The chiral host being a multi-component mixture,

biphasic regions are expected to occur. Indeed, the latter

can clearly be observed in the neat host at the isotropic

to cholesteric transition. Nevertheless, we can observe

no indication of a two-phase region of any appreciable

width (.0.1 K) at the cholesteric to smectic A*

transition. In the neat host we do not observe the

coexistence of the N* and the SmA* phase, nor do we
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observe this in the bent-core or the chiral doped

systems. Cooling through a biphasic region, one would

expect to observe an increasing volume fraction of the
low temperature phase at decreasing temperature. This

is not what we observed in the investigated materials,

apart from the isotropic to cholesteric transition. We

can of course not conclusively exclude the existence of a

very narrow biphasic region at the cholesteric to smectic

transition, which may enhance the formation of TGB-

like smectic ordering. Nevertheless, this should not

detract from the fact that the reported twist state is for

the first time reported for an achiral bent-core doped

system.

It is also worth noting that the occurrence of the twist

state is suppressed in very thin sandwich cells of

thickness 4 mm, even on cooling. A texture photograph

of the novel state is shown in figure 2 for the 2.5%

HXVIII in FELIX M4851-050 mixture, cooled at

5 K min21 and confined to a relatively thick cell of

gap 25 mm with planar anchoring conditions. The

observed texture shows many similarities to natural

textures of conventional twist grain boundary phases,

such as the somewhat blurry appearance for long pitch

materials under planar boundary conditions [9], and is

equivalent to the twist state reported in [16], which was

obtained by doping an achiral liquid crystal mixture

with a highly chiral dopant.

The stability of the twist state at constant cooling

rate increases with increasing dopant concentration

(figure 1). It is important to note, that the smectic twist

state can only be observed on cooling, i.e. in a sequence

I–N*–twist state–SmA*–SmC*–Cr. On heating, the

samples exhibited a sequence: Cr–SmC*–SmA*–N‘*–

N*–I, where N‘* denotes a chiral nematic structure

with infinite pitch. This behaviour is clearly illustrated

by the texture photographs of 2.5% HXVIII in FELIX

M4851-050 (15 mm cell) shown in figure 3, where the top

row of images (a–c) represents the cooling cycle, while

the bottom row figures 3 (d)–(f) depicts textures on

heating. Figure 3 (a) shows a long pitch cholesteric

phase in Grandjean orientation, which cannot be

brought into extinction position, indicating its helical

superstructure. On cooling, clear indications of smectic

layering develop, as signified by the striation observed

Figure 1. Phase diagrams of (a) ‘859’ and (b) ‘HXVIII’ bent-
core doped FELIX M4851-050 obtained for a 2 K min21

cooling rate in 15 mm thick cells with planar boundary
conditions. Note the appearance of a smectic twist state
between the cholesteric and the conventional SmA* phase for
the samples doped by bent-core molecules, which is absent for
the neat FLC mixture.

Figure 2. A typical texture photograph of the observed
smectic twist state, here depicted for 2.5% HXVIII in
FELIX M4851-050 in a relatively thick cell of 25 mm.
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in figure 3 (b) and the absence of the nematic ‘shimmer-

ing’, caused by Brownian motion [9]. The texture of

figure 3 (b) shows slight variations in transmitted

intensity when rotated between crossed polarizers, but

no extinction can be observed. Further cooling results in

the growth of the ordinary SmA* phase, figure 3 (c),

which in contrast to the twisted smectic state can now

be brought to extinction, while slight striations along

the smectic layer normal are still observed (director

along one of the polarizer directions). Interestingly, the

heating process exhibits a different behaviour.

Figure 3 (d) shows a nematic director configuration

(N‘*) which develops from the uniform bookshelf

texture of the SmA* phase, figure 3 (c), on heating. It

can be brought to extinction by rotating between

crossed polarizers and exhibits the typical nematic

‘shimmering’, with no striations observed. Further

heating results in the growth of the twisted cholesteric

phase, figure 3 (e) top right, from the uniform chiral

nematic state, bottom left, until the whole field of view

exhibits a cholesteric Grandjean texture, which cannot

be brought to extinction, figure 3 (f).

Quantitative evidence for the existence of a twisted

smectic structure mediating the cholesteric and the

SmA* phase is provided by optical transmission

measurements as a function of cell rotation angle w
between crossed polarizers for the different phases

involved (figure 4). In the isotropic phase (squares) the

reduced transmission is obviously close to zero,

independent of sample orientation. The planar

Grandjean orientation of the cholesteric phase (circles)

is naturally birefringent so that a transmission between

crossed polarizers is observed. This is also independent

of sample orientation due to the helical structure of the

N* phase with the helical axis parallel to the direction of

light propagation. For the conventional SmA* phase

(down triangles) the typical sin2 (2w)-functionality for

the transmission is observed; a 90u periodicity with

Figure 3. A typical texture series, here displayed for HXVIII-doped FELIX M4851-050 at a concentration of 2.5 wt % in a 15 mm
cell with planar boundary conditions. The top row (a)–(c) shows the cooling cycle with (a) the cholesteric phase, (b) the smectic
twist state and (c) the ordinary SmA* phase. The bottom row (d)–(f) shows the respective heating sequence from the uniform SmA*
phase with (d) the nematic director configuration (N‘*), (e) growth of the twisted cholesteric state into N‘* until in (f) the whole
texture is N* (see text).

Figure 4. Reduced optical transmission as a function of cell
rotation angle between crossed polarizers for the isotropic
phase (squares), the cholesteric phase (circles), the smectic
twist state (up triangles) and the conventional, uniformly
oriented SmA* phase (down triangles). The observed intensity
variation of the twist state indicates that there is no fully
developed helical superstructure, while the fact that transmis-
sion does not reach the dark level of the isotropic nor the
SmA* phase demonstrates the twisted nature of the inter-
mediate state.
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transmission minima whenever the director is parallel to

any of the polariser directions (0u, 90u, etc.) and

transmission maxima at 45u, 135u, etc. It is worth

pointing out that the dark level of the SmA* transmis-

sion curve coincides with values observed for the

isotropic phase, i.e. perfect extinction of the bookshelf

aligned SmA* phase is observed.

The unambiguous measurements obtained from the

three conventional phases I, N* and SmA* indeed

support the reported smectic twist state (figure 4, up-

triangles). Firstly, we note the variation in intensity with

cell rotation angle w, which is due to an incompletely

developed helical structure (twist angle ,360u), as

compared with a fully developed helical superstructure

(several pitches; twist angles.several multiples of 360u).
Secondly, and most importantly, the observed transmis-

sion curves of the twist state never come close to the

minimum transmission of either the isotropic or the

SmA* phase, i.e. the smectic twist state cannot be

brought to extinction and thus indeed represents a

twisted structure, although not a perfectly and com-

pletely developed helical superstructure, as for a

cholesteric phase. Since a continuous twist of a smectic

A* layered material is not allowed due to elasticity (no

hard deformations for incompressible smectic layers), it

has to be assumed that defects, i.e. twist grain

boundaries, are incorporated in the structure of the

observed state. This implies a long pitch TGB-like

structure, induced by a small amount of an achiral bent-

core dopant, being observed between the ordinary N*

and SmA* phases. Structurally, this may well be similar

to the very recently discovered ‘Giant-block twist grain

boundary phases’ reported by Fernsler et al. [28].

The stability of the observed smectic twist state is

enhanced by (i) increasing bent-core dopant concentra-

tion and (ii) increasing dopant bend angle (possibly

also mesogenic behaviour of the bent-core dopant)

(figure 1), but also by (iii) increasing cooling rate and

(iv) increasing sample dimension. It is thus apparent,

that the observed smectic twist state is not reached via a

true thermodynamic phase transition, but rather

through kinetics, a viscosity-dominated process. This

is exemplified by the increase of the temperature

stability interval of the smectic twist state, h, with

increasing cooling rate R, as clearly shown in figure 5

for 2.5% HXVIII in FELIX M4851-050. A qualitatively

equivalent behaviour is observed for other concentra-

tions of HXVIII, as well as those of the 859 dopant

molecule and the chiral dopant R1011. The stability of

the smectic twist state increases with increasing cooling

rate. In the extreme case of large cell gaps (25 mm)

and large cooling rates (5 K min21) the observation of

the ordinary SmA* and SmC* phases can even be

suppressed completely. Figure 6 captures this behaviour

nicely for a texture preparation, which exhibits both the

twist state (left) and the ordinary smectic phase (right)

at the same time. In figure 6 (a) the sample is shown in

the temperature regime of the SmA* phase. While the
left part of the texture exhibits the twisted smectic state,

Figure 5. Dependence of the smectic twist state temperature
regime of existence, h, as a function of cooling rate R.

Figure 6. Textures observed for the novel twist state at large
cell gaps (25 mm) and large cooling rates (R55 K min21) in the
temperature regions of the ordinary (a) SmA* and (b) SmC*
phases. The left parts of the figures show the novel twist state,
while the right parts display the conventional smectic textures.
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the right part shows the conventional SmA* texture.

Growth of this conventional SmA* texture is probably

prohibited by pinning of the domain boundary. Further

cooling into the temperature regime of the SmC* phase,

figure 6 (b), results in a transition from the ordinary

SmA* texture to the common SmC* texture (right). At

the same time the spatial region of the twisted smectic

A* structure (left) undergoes a clear transformation,

while retaining its original twist. A change in texture

from a first unconventional SmA* twist state to a second,

unconventional SmC* twist state is clearly observed, as

illustrated in the left parts of figures 6 (a) and (b).

The observations mentioned above are important

with respect to the possible occurrence of a bent-core

dopant-induced twist grain boundary (TGB) phase. The

observed textures (figure 2) at first sight indeed suggest

the formation of a TGBA* phase, promoted by the

addition of achiral bent-core molecules to a chiral liquid

crystal system. As exciting as this possibility appears

from a fundamental physics point of view, based on the

experimental results we nevertheless have to conclude

that this might not be the case here. In fact, we propose

that the new twist state observed in bent-core doped

FLCs is not a thermodynamic phase in the conventional

view, but indeed a structural smectic state exhibited

under certain experimental conditions. When speaking

about a thermodynamic phase, the twist state should be

observed on heating as well as on cooling, which here is

not the case. Possible monotropic character does not

apply here, as the low temperature SmA* and SmC*

phases do occur on both heating and cooling at low

rates of temperature change. The preparation of

samples with homeotropic boundary conditions did

not result in the observation of the typical TGBA*

filament texture [9].

The observed appearance and behaviour of the smectic

twist state may be interpreted by several different scenarios:

(i) The occurrence of a bent-core dopant-induced TGBA*

phase. Texture observation for planar and home-

otropic boundary conditions makes this interpre-

tation unlikely, as the samples clearly do not

exhibit the expected filament textures for home-

otropic anchoring. The reported smectic twist

state is only observed on cooling, not on heating,

which makes it unlikely to represent a thermo-

dynamic phase transition, especially as other

lower temperature transitions are not monotropic.

Further, the experimentally detailed growth

behaviour of SmA* domains contradicts a free

energy (thermodynamic) governed behaviour, but

rather suggests a kinetic, viscosity dominated

growth mechanism.

(ii) The formation of cybotactic smectic clusters [29]

within the cholesteric phase. Although we can clearly

not discount cybotactic cluster formation conclu-

sively, this would lead to a divergence of the

cholesteric pitch in the vicinity of the SmA* phase

[30]. This is a phenomenon that is not observed

experimentally in the present systems. The latter

would imply the formation of an unwound chiral

nematic director configuration (N�?) for the cell

gaps investigated, and thus a direct transition into

the SmA* phase on cooling, which is not

observed. Further, the spatial dimension of

cybotactic clusters is very small, orders of

magnitude smaller than can be observed by light

microscopy. This implies that they would not

change the overall texture appearance of the

cholesteric phase. Our observations, on the other

hand, clearly confirm a change in texture, as

shown in figure 3 (b).

(iii) The formation of an induced twisted smectic, TGB-

like state between the cholesteric and the uniform

SmA* phase. On cooling, the twist of the

cholesteric phase is maintained, while smectic

layers are formed simultaneously. This necessarily

results in the introduction of defects, namely twist

grain boundaries, as observed for the common

TGB phase. Although forbidden in the simplest

picture of smectic elasticity, it has been shown

experimentally for other systems, that the layer

compression modulus may indeed be strongly

reduced within the vicinity of phase transitions

[31, 32] (and obviously going to zero as the

nematic/cholesteric phase is reached), thus

favouring a twisted (probably TGB-like) director

configuration. Such behaviour may be enhanced

by the addition of bent-core dopants and could

explain the formation and the dynamic behaviour

of the observed smectic twist state formation as a

hysteretic effect. The larger the cooling rate, the

less the material is able to respond to the change

of external conditions, in this case temperature

variation. Thus, the twist state is preserved over

longer times for faster cooling rates, as seen in

the experiments. At the same time, the layer

compression modulus increases on cooling, pro-

moting the formation of the ordinary SmA*

phase, as observed from texture studies. This

latter scenario would also explain the absence of

the smectic twist state on heating. Approaching

the transition to the cholesteric phase on heating

from the ordinary, uniform SmA* state, there is

no twist to be retained and the system forms an

unwound chiral nematic director configuration.
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Only at higher temperatures is the cholesteric

twist recovered.

Finally, we carried out quench experiments to study

the growth dynamics of the SmA* phase from the

smectic twist state. For each measurement, samples

were heated into the isotropic phase and subsequently

cooled to varying quench depths at a rate of 3 K min21.

Note that these investigations are different from those

at constant cooling rates, as growth is observed at

isothermal conditions. The quench depth DT denotes

the difference in temperature between the twist state to

SmA* texture transition recorded for very slow cooling

(0.1 K min21) and the actual temperature; it thus

represents supercooling of the twist state in contrast

to actual twist state temperature stability. The growth

of the ordinary SmA* phase is then followed under

isothermal conditions. Experimental results were quali-

tatively equivalent for all samples investigated and

exemplary data shown below is for 2.5% HXVIII in

FELIX M4851-050. As a texture example, the uni-

formly oriented SmA* phase (dark) is observed to grow

into the twist state (bright) at isothermal conditions at a

quench depth of DT53 K as shown in figures 7 (a)–(f).

It is interesting to note the occurrence of regular spatial

interface instabilities between the uniform SmA* phase,

figure 7 (d) bottom right, and the smectic twist state,

figure 7 (d) top left.

For all investigations the SmA* domain boundary

position changes linearly with time, as clearly quantified

in figure 8 (a). This allows for the straightforward

determination of domain boundary velocities, v.

Figure 8 (b) summarizes the results obtained for the

domain boundary velocity as a function of quench

depth for growth perpendicular (closed squares) as well

as parallel (open squares) to the smectic layer normal

for a concentration of 2.5% HXVIII in FELIX M4851-

050. The SmA* domain boundary velocity is found to

decrease with increasing quench depth, i.e. the smectic

twist state is in fact stabilized by supercooling. For very

small supercooling the velocity is approximately equal

in both growth directions, but as the quench depth

increases, the decrease in domain boundary velocity is

more pronounced in the smectic layer plane than along

the layer normal. Such growth anisotropy is also

observed for the formation of SmA* bâtonnets forming

from the isotropic melt [9]. But in contrast to quench

experiments across a first order I–LC transition, SmA*

domain growth in this case is a kinetic, viscosity-

dominated process, as also reflected by the quench

depth behaviour. This suggests that the growth process

is not related to a phase transition in the thermo-

dynamic sense, but rather to the evolution of a non-

twisted state from a twisted state. If growth were related

to a true first order phase transition, the process would

be dominated by the difference in free energy density DF

between the high and the low temperature phase. DF

strongly increases with increasing quench depth DT and

thus implies faster growth for larger supercooling, as

has been reported for several transitions, for example I–

N* [33], I–SmA* [34], or even bent-core phases [35].

This is clearly not the case in the change reported here

from the twisted to the uniform smectic state. Indeed

the opposite behaviour is observed, which indicates that

Figure 7. A typical texture series illustrating the growth of the common SmA* texture (black) into that of the smectic twist state
(bright) after a temperature quench to DT53 K. (a) t540 s, (b) t554 s, (c) t568 s, (d) t588 s, (e) t5108 s and (f) t5188 s after
reaching isothermal conditions. Sample: 2.5% HXVIII in FELIX M4851-050, cell gap 15 mm.
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we are not dealing with a conventional phase transition,

but rather with a structural change from a twisted to a

uniform smectic A* structure, the underlying dynamics

being dominated by kinetics rather than thermody-

namics.

It is further noteworthy that a completely equivalent

phase and physical behaviour as reported for the bent-

core dopants can also be achieved by doping with

a standard calamitic chiral dopant, R1011. The same

textures are observed and qualitatively equivalent

physical properties obtained, although the stability of

the smectic twist state is somewhat more pronounced

for R1011 than for the bent-core dopants. These

observations signify the chiral induction capabilities of

achiral bent core molecules, as previously reported as an

enhancement of chirality through the study of very

different properties [25–27]. We believe that the

observed smectic twist structures of our present

investigations represent the first stages of the formation

of a bent-core dopant-induced twist grain boundary

state, structurally possibly quite similar to the very

recently reported GBTGB structures [28].

Unfortunately, the poor solubility of bent-core dopants

in calamitic liquid crystals does not allow the observa-

tion of a true TGB phase due to phase separation at

increased dopant concentrations.

4. Conclusions

The combination of the reported experimental results

obtained by detailed and systematic polarizing micro-

scopy, optical transmission and quenched growth

studies, leads to the conclusion that a twisted smectic

state can exist in achiral bent-core doped mixtures,

observed between the cholesteric and the ordinary

SmA* phase. Its occurrence is most likely related to

hysteresis effects, rather than the appearance of a novel

thermodynamic phase. This state is of TGB-like

structure, possibly related to the very recently observed

‘giant-block twist grain boundary smectic phases’. Only

at lower temperatures, when the layer compression

modulus is large enough to prevent a twist, does the

structure change into the conventional uniform SmA*

director configuration. Growth investigations suggest

that the N*–twist state–SmA* sequence is a structural

transition, not a phase transition in the thermodynamic

sense. The studies verify the chiral induction capability

of achiral bent-core molecules and show the first

examples to indicate the formation of a TGBA*-like

structure induced by addition of bent-core molecules to

a calamitic matrix.
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Figure 8. (a) SmA* domain wall position as a function of
time, illustrating linear growth from the twist state both in the
smectic layer plane (closed symbols) and along the smectic
layer normal (open symbols) for two different quench depths.
(b) Quench depth dependence of the domain boundary
velocities for growth perpendicular (closed squares) and
parallel (open squares) to the smectic layer normal. Note that
the domain boundary velocity decreases for increasing quench
depth, a behaviour which indicates viscosity-dominated
growth in contrast to the free energy-dominated growth
expected for a thermodynamic phase transition.
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